Using the GIS CookViewer Application to Find Comparable Property Index Numbers for Appeal Submission
(Up to 6 [six] PINs only)
Accessing the GIS CookViewer Application
1. Click on the link below or copy and paste it on your browser to get to the Cook County GIS CookViewer
Application. This application will allow you to search for comparable Property Index Numbers (PIN) either by
street address or by PIN. Please note that the best source for your PIN is your property tax bill or deed.
http://maps.cookcountyil.gov/cookviewer/index.html

Searching by PIN

1. Enter the first 10 digits of your PIN and click on the magnifying glass; the application may return a single PIN
with the same 10 leading numbers or a list of PINs in the case of condominiums.
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Searching by Address

1. Enter the address and click on the magnifying glass; the application may return a single address or multiple
addresses depending on the information entered.

Proceeding with Search for Comparables

1. Before proceeding with the application, you will need to read and accept the terms and conditions of the
application.
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2. Once you click on Accept, you will be taken to the results page of the application based on your PIN entry. The
search results will be listed on the left-side of the screen, while a map will display and highlight the subject PIN.

When you click on the PIN listed on the left side of the application, the PIN will be further highlighted within the
map. This will also display the available property characteristics of the PIN (left) and a pop-up window will
provide the option of viewing additional information of the subject property; both sections provide the
opportunity to find comparables on the PIN.
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3. Near the bottom of the left-most side of the application, there is a link to Compare this property to others;
when you click on the link, the tab will display comparison criteria based off of the subject PIN.
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4. You can update Building Square Feet, Land Square Feet, Construction Type and Building Age to refine your
search or approve the range auto-selected by the application. Click on Find Comparable Properties to retrieve
comparable properties based on the selected range.
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This will retrieve and display a list of comparable PINs in a grid (left-side of application) and also highlight the
properties within the map.

You can zoom in or out (red circle) within the map to better view the location of the comparable PINs in relation
to the location of the subject PIN.

Image of subject PIN (blue circle and green highlight) in comparison to comparable PINs according to the results
grid (red circle and blue highlights).
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5. On the comparables grid, click on any of the PINs that you would like to analyze. You will have the option to see
additional information on the selected comparable PIN. Please remember that you will be able to submit up to
6 (six) PINs as comparables for your appeal.
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6. On any PIN selected on the comparable grid, you will be able to view characteristics and/or additional
information for that PIN. To print or save in PDF form a PIN you would like to submit as a comparable, click on
Print Property Into in either the selected comparable PIN pop-up window or on the comparable characteristic
tab (left-side of application).
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This will produce a report of the selected PIN’s property characteristics.
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If you would like to submit any of the PINs as comparables, save the Comparable PDF in your computer and
make sure to use the following naming convention: Comparable PIN xx-xx-xxx-xxx-xxxx (the “x” should be
replaced by the PIN being submitted as a comparable).

7. The comparable grid can also be exported and saved for submission. Please note that you can only submit up to
6 (six) PINs as comparables, therefore, it is the responsibility of the filer to review the comparable results to
ensure you are selecting the best comparables for your appeal.
To export the results, click Export Results at the top of the comparable grid.
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You will be prompted to save the results in your computer.

Make sure that the file is saved under the following naming convention: Comparable PINs for xx-xx-xxx-xxxxxxx (the “x” should be replaced by the PIN being submitted as a comparable).
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Once saved, you can open the file and remove any PINs in excess of the 6 (six) allowed to be submitted for
appeal purposes.

Make sure to resave your file once you have refined your list for submission.

Attaching Comparables to the Online Appeals Filing – These steps assume the filer has already started the filing and is
ready to upload Comparables to their filing as Attachments.

1. On the Attachments section of your filing, scroll down until you find the section called Comparable PINs Data
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Click on Select Files to upload your comparable information

You will be prompted to find the files that you will be uploading as comparables.
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If you are submitting your Excel export, select your file entitled Comparable PINs for xx-xx-xxx-xxx-xxxx and
click on Open.

This will upload your file for submission; you will have the option of deleting the file or editing it prior to
submission of your appeal filing.
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If you are submitting your Comparable PDFs, select your file entitled Comparable PIN xx-xx-xxx-xxx-xxxx and
click on Open.

This will upload your file for submission; you will have the option of deleting the file or editing it prior to
submission of your appeal filing.
2. You have now completed your search and upload of Comparables as selected by using the CookViewer
application.

If Your PIN or Address Is Not Found in CookViewer
If your PIN or address cannot be found in the CookViewer application, please check your tax bill to make sure the correct
PIN or property location has been entered. You can also contact the Cook County Assessor as follows:
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Cook County Assessor’s Office
118 N. Clark Street Room 312
Chicago, IL 60602
Phone: 312-443-7550
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